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The High Luminosity of the LHC
• To exploit the full potential of the LHC and its physics program 
- precise measurements of the SM sector and Higgs properties (couplings, differential cross-

section, Higgs self-interaction) 
- searches for new physics  

• High radiation levels 
- “1 year HL-LHC ≈ 10 years LHC”  

• High pileup, 140-200 simultaneous collisions per bunch crossing 
- spread of luminous region (rms) ~4.5cm in z and ~180ps in time
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The layout and main hardware modifications required to produce the parameters listed in Table 1-1 are 
described in Chapter 2 of this report. 

Given the yearly and long-term operations schedule, the targets of 250 fb−1 per year and 3000 fb−1 by 
the mid-2030s are very challenging. If the performance of the HL-LHC can go beyond the design levelled 
luminosity value of Lpeak = 5 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 then these targets become more reasonable. Indeed, all systems 
will be designed with some margin. If the behaviour of the machine is such as to allow the utilization of these 
margins, and if the upgraded detectors will accept a higher pile-up, up to 200, then the performance could 
eventually reach 7.5 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 with levelling. With a performance of 300 fb−1/year, this would allow 
almost 4000 fb−1 to be obtained by 2037, as shown in Figure 1-7. 

 
Figure 1-7: Forecast for peak luminosity (red dots) and integrated luminosity (blue line) in the HL-LHC 
era, for the case of ultimate HL-LHC parameters. Note that for the sake of simplicity there is no learning 
curve for luminosity after LS3. 

1.2.5 Planning and costings 

The HL-LHC schedule aims at the installation of the main HL-LHC hardware during LS3, together with the 
final upgrade of the experimental detectors (the so-called Phase II upgrade). However, a few items like the 
new cryogenic plant for P4, the 11 T dipole for DS collimation in P2 (for ions) and the SC links in P7 would 
be installed during LS2.  

The HL-LHC schedule is based on the following milestones: 

- 2014: Preliminary Design Report (PDR); 

- 2015: End of design phase, release of the first Technical Design Report (TDR); 

- 2016: Proof of main hardware components on test benches; 

- 2017: Testing of prototypes (including crab cavity test in SPS) and release of TDR v1; 

- 2017–2021: Construction and test of long-lead hardware components (e.g. magnets, crab cavities, SC 
links, collimators); 

- 2018–2019: LS2 – Installation of cryo-plant P4, DS collimators (11 T) in P2, SC link in P7; 

- 2020–2022: String test of inner triplet; 

- 2023–2025: LS3 – Main installation (new magnets, crab cavities, cryo-plants, collimators, absorbers, 
etc.) and commissioning. 

G. APOLLINARI ET AL.
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Figure 1.5: Left: Spread of collision vertices along the beam direction for the LHC and the 140
and 200 pileup scenarios at HL-LHC. The solid and dashed lines refer to the start and the end
of the physics coast. Right: Probability density function of the vertex density along the beam
profile: the mode and the mean of the three distributions are 0.3, 1.3 and 1.9 mm�1 and 0.2, 0.9
and 1.4 mm�1.

Alternative beam optics are considered for the accelerator but require additional hardware to297

be commissioned. In one such alternative, known as ‘crab-kissing’ schema [12], the colliding298

bunches are rotated in the plane transverse the beam axis to increase the z-spread of the colli-299

sion vertices and reduce the peak line density, for the same luminosity (Fig. 1.5). The reduction300

of the peak linear density of vertices is less than about a factor two and mildly mitigates some301

of the pileup effects. Because of the bunch rotation, the time spread of the collisions in the302

crab-kissing configuration is squeezed to about 100 ps at the beginning of an HL-LHC fill but303

it broadens during the physics coast, while the z-spread is progressively squeezed to keep the304

instantaneous luminosity constant. At the end of the leveling period, the time spread becomes305

comparable to the crab-crossing scenario. Therefore the required resolution of the upgraded306

CMS detector does not depend critically on the HL-LHC optics. Rather, the timing upgrade307

of CMS will provide an extra measure of robustness against any possible future beam-crossing308

scenario that may maximize or otherwise alter the luminosity production capabilities of the309

HL-LHC.310

1.2.2 Precision timing in the calorimeters311

The HGCal detector is a Si-W or Si-Pb sampling calorimeter designated as replacement of the312

endcap calorimeters covering pseudorapidities 1.5 < |h| < 3.0 [1]. It will provide a time mea-313

surement with about 50 ps precision from each silicon pad (SiPAD) with an energy deposition314

above that of 30 MIPs. The combination of multiple SiPAD hits exceeding this threshold in315

electromagnetic showers will provide time information for photons with high precision, lim-316

ited primarily by the relative time synchronization and calibration of different HGCal regions.317

The HGCal will also have precision-timing capability for a fraction of high transverse momen-318

tum, pT, charged hadrons with a sizeable electromagnetic component in their interaction with319

the calorimeter.320

In the barrel, the ECAL calorimeter already provides time information with a resolution of321

order 150 ps for high energy electromagnetic showers (E > 30 GeV), limited mostly by time322

synchronization and calibration [8]. At lower energies, the time resolution is limited by the elec-323

tronic noise, and it is about 1 ns at 1 GeV, and 4 ns for a MIP. This limitation is expected to grow324

1.4. Challenges of High Luminosity to the Physics Reach of CMS 15

Since the number of bunches cannot be increased, luminosity increases at the LHC result in
higher pileup. Pileup produces many more hits in the tracking detectors, leading to mismea-
sured or misidentified tracks. It also adds extra energy to the calorimeter measurements, such
as jet energies, associated with the collision that contained a hard scatter. Electroweak phenom-
ena, which are of special interest, are often characterized by having “isolated” leptons, that is
leptons or photons with very little activity around them. Energy or tracks from pileup can con-
tribute to an activity that is not due to the collision containing the leptons or photons and cause
them to appear non-isolated. Pileup confuses the trigger and also the offline reconstruction
and interpretation of events. It increases the amount of data that has to be read out in each BX
that contains a hard scatter. In fact, at the HL-LHC, most of the data read out will be associated
with the “pile-up” collisions rather than the collision containing hard scatters. It also increases
the execution time for the reconstruction of events in the High Level Trigger and the offline
analysis.

In-time pileup can be observed in a single bunch-crossing by the many collision vertices that
are reconstructed by the tracking system. A relatively high-pileup crossing that was produced
in a special data run in 2012 is shown in Fig. 1.16. There are 78 reconstructed vertices. The
total number of pileup collisions is actually somewhat larger because some vertices have too
few tracks to be reconstructed. The upgraded tracking system can be designed with enough
additional segmentation to associate charged particles with the correct interaction vertices most
of the time, even for PU of 140 or 200. This enables the collision containing the hard scatter to
be correctly reconstructed and for isolated leptons to be correctly identified in most cases.

The calorimeters in CMS do not have “pointing capability” so it is not possible to associate
showers in them with particular vertices. However, the particle flow techniques that are now
employed will associate charged tracks in the shower with a particular vertex and this helps to
arrive at the correct interpretation of events even in the presence of very high pileup. Moreover,
the many simultaneous “typical” or “minimum bias” collisions in the bunch crossing produce
a rather smooth energy distribution that can be extrapolated into jet cones or isolation cones to
enable a subtraction of their effect.

Figure 1.16: High pileup event with 78 reconstructed vertices taken in 2012

Out-of-time pileup is illustrated in Fig 1.17. The degree of OOT depends on the intrinsic time
spread and jitter of the pulses produced in each detector by particles passing through it and by
shaping times and other characteristics of the readout electronics. Tracking systems typically
respond in times short compared to the inter-bunch spacing of 25 ns and are not very sensis-
itive to OOT. Calorimeters may produce longer signals and may need longer shaping times
and so may suffer from problems with OOT. If the detectors and their readout electronics pro-
vide timing or pulse shape information, it is possible to use it to correct the energy deposition
associated with a bunch crossing for the energy leakage into that crossing from OOT. Timing

event with 78 reconstructed vertices  
in a test run in 2012
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The High Luminosity of the LHC
• To exploit the full potential of the LHC and its physics program 
- precise measurements of the SM sector and Higgs properties (couplings, differential cross-

section, Higgs self-interaction) 
- searches for new physics  

• Ingredients to pursue searches and precision SM measurements 
- boosted topologies => increase granularity for reconstruction/ID of collimated objects 
- forward boosted production => good performance at high η coverage/reconstruction/ID/

resolution + complement tracker upgrade (|η|<4 and reduced material budget) 
- exploit VBF production => jet reco/ID at high η, also at trigger level 

• Important role of the forward calorimeter for physics at the (HL)-LHC  
=> The High Granularity Calorimeter (HGCAL) will replace the current CMS endcaps  
for the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) 
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The HGCAL
• Fine grain calorimeter for a 5D shower reconstruction 

=> Silicon/scintillator sampling calorimeter, including both em and had parts 

• Silicon for radiation hardness (and granularity) 
- radiation level similar to that experienced  

in the inner tracker 
• Fine longitudinal readout segmentation + High granularity 
- against congestion, to help “features” extraction  

=> suited for imaging reconstruction
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Key Parameters: 
• HGCAL covers 1.5 < η < 3.0 
• Full system maintained at -30oC 
• ~620m2 of silicon sensors in ~30k modules 
• ~400m2 of scintillators  in ~4k boards 
• 6M Si channels, 0.5 or 1cm2 cell size 
• 400k Scint. channels, 4-30cm2 cell size   
• Power at end of HL-LHC: ~125 kW per endcap

Active Elements: 
• Hexagonal modules based on Si sensors  

in CE-E and high-radiation regions of CE-H 
• Scintillating tiles with SiPM readout in  

low-radiation regions of CE-H
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The HGCAL
• Fine grain calorimeter for a 5D shower reconstruction 

=> Silicon/scintillator sampling calorimeter, including both em and had parts 

• Silicon for radiation hardness (and granularity) 
- radiation level similar to that experienced  

in the inner tracker 
• High granularity + longitudinal readout segmentation  
- against congestion, to help “features” extraction  

=> suited for imaging reconstruction
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2.3. Plastic scintillators and photodetection 29

Figure 2.7: Six-inch module on carrier plate prior to wirebonding and encapsulation. The elec-
tronics packages seen on the PCB are four SKIROC2-CMS front end readout chips, used for the
beam test, and an FPGA. The corners of the PCB and the sensor under the PCB are removed to
provide direct access to the mounting holes on the baseplate.

A 105 µm thick Kapton foil coated with a thin layer of gold is epoxied to the baseplate, very
nearly covering it completely. The thin layer of gold, on the exposed side of the Kapton, is used
to provide the HV bias connection to the sensor back-plane through a conducting epoxy bond.
The Kapton itself provides electrical insulation of the sensor back-plane from the baseplate,
which is held at ground.

The silicon sensors and the hexaboard are hexagonal with small cutouts at each of the six cor-
ners. The cutouts provide access to the positioning and mounting holes in the baseplate. They
also provide access to a portion of the Kapton-Au layer for wirebond connections to the hex-
aboard, for the biasing of the sensor back-plane. The hexaboard will contain the HGCROC
front-end readout ASICs (Section 3.1.2). The signals from the sensor pads are routed to the
HGCROC for on-board signal digitization. Holes in the hexaboard expose the region around
the intersections of groups of up to four pads. The layout of the module hexaboard for a 432
channel sensor, and a zoomed view of the wirebond holes, are shown in Fig. 2.8.

The baseplate, Kapton, silicon sensor, and hexaboard are bonded together with epoxy to form
a single physical unit. Sets of multiple wirebonds are made between an Au bonding pad on the
hexaboard and each sensor pad, the Au-Kapton layer that provides backplane biasing, and the
sensor guard rings. The wirebonds are protected by encapsulating them with a clear, radiation
tolerant silicon elastomer. An example of the wirebonds in the prototype modules for beam
tests is shown in Fig. 2.9. An automated assembly process has been developed with high-rate
production in mind; it is fully described in Section 7.2.

A rigorous quality control system is necessary to achieve high yield during production; this is
described in Section 7.2.2.2.

2.3 Plastic scintillators and photodetection
As previously stated, the replacement of the hadronic section of the current CMS endcap calori-
meter (HE) is required due to the significant signal loss that will occur even before the HL-LHC
running period begins. The specifications for the scintillator section of the HGCAL are driven
by the requirement that it be possible to calibrate the detector throughout its life using MIPs.

Hexagonal silicon cells to make  
most efficient use of circular silicon wafers

Distinctive feature of the detector

=> hexagonal geometry in the reconstruction
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Advantage of high granularity
• Imaging-calorimeter: enhanced pattern recognition, good separation of nearby showers
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14GeV pT photons at η 2.4  [80GeV]     
with  ~3cm separation (∆R 0.05) 2component event from 300GeV electron beam at 2018 HGCAL tests
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Figure 5.1: Energy deposited in HGCAL cells by pairs of unconverted photons; (left) a single
event containing a pair of photons, and (right) several thousand such events. The photons
have an energy of E = 80 GeV(pT = 14.4 GeV) at h = 2.4 in the HGCAL, and are separated
by DR=0.05 (in a random orientation), corresponding to a separation distance of about 30 mm.
Reconstructed hits are projected onto the plane defined by the axes of the two showers. The
colour code represents energy density.

calorimeters) and the structures they describe belong to the Technical Proposal era. A few sim-1562

ple modifications were made to what is described in the Technical Proposal, in order to better1563

simulate the HGCAL design as it was envisaged in 2016. The number of samplings in each1564

section of the calorimeter in the CMSSW geometry is as described in the design given in this1565

document, and the detailed longitudinal structure differs only a little, as is shown in Table 5.1.1566

The simulation of the signal development and processing in the HGCAL electronics includes1567

the addition of Gaussian noise, and digitization. Further details of the simulation model are1568

given in Section 10.1.1569

Table 5.1: Longitudinal structure of the HGCAL, comparing the thicknesses of what is simu-
lated in CMSSW with what is described in the engineering sections of this document.

CMSSW TDR design
cm X0 l cm X0 l

Neutron moderator 18.0 0.4 0.2 15.7 0.3 0.2
Electromagnetic section 32.1 26.7 1.6 33.9 25.4 1.6
1st hadronic section 59.7 33.8 3.1 60.2 35.2 3.7
2nd hadronic section 110.6 62.8 5.8 100.6 49.9 5.2
Total 220.4 123.6 10.7 210.4 110.9 10.7

5.1.3 Intrinsic energy and position resolution for electromagnetic showers1570

The electromagnetic energy resolution of the HGCAL has been studied using a GEANT simula-1571

tion in which the geometry of the calorimeter is as described in the engineering sections of this1572

document, both in terms of the longitudinal structure and the lateral cell sizes. An exception to1573

this is that the sensors with a sensitive thickness of 120 µm are modelled by 100 µm thickness1574

silicon (together with the higher noise and lower charge collection of 100 µm).1575

The response to photons which do not convert in the tracker material was studied, both in the1576

absence of pileup, and with an average of 200 pileup events per bunch crossing. The energy1577

was estimated by summing cells in a restricted region of radius 2.6 cm in each layer–this radius1578
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event containing a pair of photons, and (right) several thousand such events. The photons
have an energy of E = 80 GeV(pT = 14.4 GeV) at h = 2.4 in the HGCAL, and are separated
by DR=0.05 (in a random orientation), corresponding to a separation distance of about 30 mm.
Reconstructed hits are projected onto the plane defined by the axes of the two showers. The
colour code represents energy density.
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Figure 1.3: Radii, r, containing 68% and 90% of the energy deposited in an individual silicon
layer by a photon shower, as a function of silicon layer. The colour-coded rectangles indicate
the fraction of total energy deposited inside the 68% and 90% containment radii of each layer.

and the narrowness of the VBF jet is clearly visible. Most of the energy of the VBF jet is carried335

by three particles (two charged pions and one photon) that impact the calorimeter within 1 cm336

of each other. A study using an anti-kT algorithm to measure the energy of VBF jets has been337

carried to examine the rate from background. The results are shown in Section 5.1.7.338

1.4 Longitudinal structure of the HGCAL339

The longitudinal structure of the HGCAL, consisting in an electromagnetic compartment (CE-340

E) followed by a hadron compartment (CE-H), is illustrated in Fig. 1.4. The whole calorimeter341

sits in a thermally shielded volume that will be cooled by a two-phase CO2 system and main-342

tained at �30 �C.343

FIXME: Insert plot to show details of the sampling layers.344

The electromagnetic compartment consists of 28 sampling layers with a total thickness of 34 cm345

and a depth of approximately 26 X0 and 1.7 l. The active detector element is a 163 mm wide346

hexagonal silicon sensor (Section 2.1) from an 8 inch (8”) wafer, which is sandwiched between347

a 1.4 mm thick 25%Cu-75%W baseplate and a printed circuit board that carries the front-end348

electronics to form a silicon module (Section 2.2). Silicon sensors with three different sensitive349

thickness are deployed: 300, 200, and 120 µm, in regions of increasing fluence, respectively.350

Modules are tiled on either side of a 6 mm thick Cu cooling plate, which together with the351

two Cu-W baseplates form one absorber layer. The alternate absorber layer is formed by two352

2.1 mm thick lead planes clad with 0.3 mm stainless steel (SS) sheets that are placed on either353

side of the module-cooling plate sandwich. Each plane of this structure is subdivided into 60�354

units called cassettes (Section 4.2), and 14 layers of these cassettes provide the full 28 sampling355

layers.356

The absorber in the hadronic compartment consists of 12 planes of 35 mm thick SS plates fol-357

lowed by another 12 SS planes with a thickness of 68 mm (Section 4.3). In between these ab-358

sorber plates sit silicon modules and scintillator tileboards (Section 2.4) mounted on 6 mm thick359

• Radial containment for photon shower
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at high PU
• Energy deposition from pileup 200 is ~200GeV ET per unit area 

=> mandatory to exploit granularity and segmentation 

• Test reconstruction potential with calorimeter alone 
- Jet reconstructed with anti-kT on recHits 
- quark jets vs PU jets (overlapping soft, mainly gluon, jets) 

• Fine readout segmentation and lateral granularity helpful against pileup 

- preliminary studies suggest potential of  
longitudinal and lateral energy profiles to identify VBF jets
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5.1. Reconstruction and detector performance 81

pileup conditions. The events examined consist of pure pileup, and the small amount of energy1713

visible in the zero pileup case is due to zero-suppressed noise. It can be seen that a substantial1714

transverse energy, ET, is deposited in a unit area: in an event with a mean of 200 pileup interac-1715

tions per bunch crossing, this amounts to about 200 GeV. A larger fraction of the energy in jets1716

reconstructed from pure pileup, as compared to energy in quark jets, is deposited in the earlier1717

part of the calorimeter, as pileup is, in general, composed of softer particles. This can be seen1718

in Fig. 5.9 (right) where the transverse energy reconstructed as having been deposited, layer-1719

by-layer, in the calorimeter in quark jets of ET = 100 GeV, 2 < |h| < 2.5, is compared to that in1720

jets from pileup. The lateral energy containment as a function of radius can be seen in Fig. 5.101721

for the electromagnetic (EE), the first 12 (FH) and the last 12 (BH) layers of the hadronic parts1722

of the calorimeter. The narrowness of the quark jets as compared to those created by pileup is1723

clearly evident, especially in the electromagnetic section.1724
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The transverse energy fraction contained in areas of various size for quark jets and for jets made1725

from pileup is compared in Fig. 5.11. The jets are reconstructed using the anti-kT algorithm with1726

R = 0.8, and the ET fraction contained in concentric circles in h, f space is plotted as a function1727

of the radius. In the left plot the containment is shown for different quark jet pT, and in the1728

right plot quark jets with pT = 50 GeV, 2.0 < |h| < 2.5, are compared to jets made from pileup1729

interactions.1730

From Figs. 5.9 and 5.11 it is evident that in order to define an optimal distance parameter for1731

best calorimetric energy resolution, a balance has to be struck between the loss of resolution due1732

to integration of pileup energy and that due to loss of energy out of the region. Furthermore1733

the value of the optimal distance parameter can change from one longitudinal layer to another.1734

Taking account of these observations the energy resolution of quark jets has been studied using1735

the anti-kT algorithm, with differing distance parameters, R. The expected average contribution1736

from pileup, on an event by event basis, is estimated with the r parameter and the jet area as1737
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clearly evident, especially in the electromagnetic section.1724
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The transverse energy fraction contained in areas of various size for quark jets and for jets made1725

from pileup is compared in Fig. 5.11. The jets are reconstructed using the anti-kT algorithm with1726

R = 0.8, and the ET fraction contained in concentric circles in h, f space is plotted as a function1727

of the radius. In the left plot the containment is shown for different quark jet pT, and in the1728

right plot quark jets with pT = 50 GeV, 2.0 < |h| < 2.5, are compared to jets made from pileup1729

interactions.1730

From Figs. 5.9 and 5.11 it is evident that in order to define an optimal distance parameter for1731

best calorimetric energy resolution, a balance has to be struck between the loss of resolution due1732

to integration of pileup energy and that due to loss of energy out of the region. Furthermore1733

the value of the optimal distance parameter can change from one longitudinal layer to another.1734

Taking account of these observations the energy resolution of quark jets has been studied using1735

the anti-kT algorithm, with differing distance parameters, R. The expected average contribution1736

from pileup, on an event by event basis, is estimated with the r parameter and the jet area as1737
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with R = 0.8, and the ET fraction contained in concentric circles in h, f space is plotted as a1720

function of the radius. In the left plot the containment is shown for different quark jet pT, and1721

in the right plot quark jets with pT = 50 GeV, 2.0 < |h| < 2.5, are compared to jets made from1722

pileup interactions.1723
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From Figs. 5.9 and 5.11 it is evident that in order to define an optimal distance parameter for1724

best calorimetric energy resolution, a balance has to be struck between the loss of resolution due1725

to integration of pileup energy and that due to loss of energy out of the region. Furthermore1726

the value of the optimal distance parameter can change from one longitudinal layer to another.1727

Taking account of these observations the energy resolution of quark jets has been studied using1728

the anti-kT algorithm, with differing distance parameters, R. The expected average contribution1729

from pileup, on an event by event basis, is estimated with the r parameter and the jet area as1730

inputs, and can be subtracted from the reconstructed jet. The r parameter is the median ET per1731

unit area in the event, calculated at the same pseudorapidity as the jet. Figure 5.12 (left) shows1732

the response, the ratio of the reconstructed energy over the generated energy of a quark jet, for1733

different values of R, and pT. It can be seen that the ak4 algorithm (i.e. the anti-kT algorithm1734

with distance parameter R = 0.4) picks up a large amount of pileup energy if no r correction is1735

applied. This energy can be subtracted, to a large extent, by applying the r correction (Fig. 5.121736

(right)) but at the price of introducing a substantial non-linearity. However, the ak2 (R = 0.2)1737

algorithm, working on a much smaller area, picks up much less pileup energy and does not1738

appear to benefit much from the application of the r correction. It is very encouraging to1739

note that the stand-alone energy resolution, using the ak2 algorithm, is sufficiently good in an1740

environment of high pileup. The ak2 algorithm gives almost the same energy resolution with1741

or without the rho correction, and is sufficiently immune to pileup, this can be seen in Fig. 5.131742

which shows the energy resolution found, as a function of pT, with and without pileup when1743

different distance parameters are use in the /akt algorithm.1744

It should be noted that the fine lateral and longitudinal granularity allows a dynamic definition1745

of the axis of the jet (as there are no large size towers) and of R to suit the local environment1746

of the particular jet being measured. No optimisation has been carried out, nor use made of1747

the detailed longitudinal or lateral information available. Algorithms more suited to a high1748
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Figure 5.27: Efficiency (left), and time resolution (right), for (top) photon showers, and (bot-
tom) K0

L showers of pT = 5 GeV, measured in the absence of pileup (black triangles), and in the
presence of pileup corresponding to a mean of 140 (red squares), and 200 (blue disks) interac-
tions per bunch crossing. The time resolution and efficiency after an integrated luminosity of
3000 fb�1 are also shown, they are indicated by outlined symbols, displaced by 0.05 in |h| for
clarity of presentation.
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Figure 5.28: Performance for K0
L showers at |h| = 1.8 as a function of pT: timing resolution

(left), and efficiency (right), in the absence of pileup.

5.5.1 Pileup mitigation using timing information

The power of the use of timing information for pileup mitigation is illustrated in Fig. 5.29,
which shows hit displays of a VBF H ! gg event, with no timing requirement, and after the
removal of all hits above a threshold of 12 fC with |Dt| > 90 ps. The density of hits with a
charge > 12 fC, projected to the front face of the calorimeter, is substantially reduced and the
photon and a VBF jet can clearly be seen, allowing the development of jet reconstruction and
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L

showers. The values are shown as a function of the particle pT, for cells within a 2 and 5 cm
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Figure 10.30: Time distribution of the hits for pT = 2 GeV (left), and pT = 10 GeV (right) K0
L

showers. The distributions are shown for all hits, and for different r values.

To measure the time of the shower, simple algorithms have been developed, discarding the hits
in the tails of the time distributions. This restriction improves the resolution while preserving
the most important time information about the shower. The algorithms select the hits within a
time interval containing the highest density of hits.

The first algorithm identifies the smallest time interval containing 68% of the hits. Then the
interval width is doubled, by extending the width by a further half-width on each side. This
approach allows the use of as many hits as possible, provided they are close in time with the
core, and only discards the hits furthest away in time. The choice to use 68% could be further
optimized. The smallest time interval containing 68% of the hits has a width of ⇡210 ps for
photons in the absence of pileup.

An alternative algorithm rejects a fixed fraction of the hits in the tails. The fractions are op-
timized as a function of pT, h, and r, and for both K0

L and photons, by minimizing the time
resolution, and at the same time verifying that no significant time bias is introduced by the
selection. The results suggest that a single truncation can be used for the range of pT, h, and
shower type considered: namely 10% on the lower side and 40% (50%) on the upper side, for a

same fo
r K

0LPrecision timing for showers  
exploiting the hit multiplicity
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applied to the two jets (blue).
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from a single interaction and fires the ToA if the energy deposit is above the threshold. In6413

the presence of pileup, energy deposits in a given cell may originate from showers of particles6414

coming from several interactions. The ToA then records the time at which the deposit of energy6415

crossed the threshold. The ToA threshold of 12 fC corresponds to about 3 MIP in the 300 µm6416

silicon cells, and to about 5 and 10, in the 200 and 100 µm cells respectively. A ToA bin size of6417

25 ps is used to digitize the ToA information.6418

In the studies presented here unconverted photons and non-interacting K0
L were used to ex-6419

plore the intrinsic timing capability of the HGCAL. A minimum of three cells within a selection6420

radius, r, of the shower axis is required, each with an energy deposit of above the threshold of6421

the ToA. For these studies the shower axis is taken as the MC-truth trajectory of the photon or6422

K0
L6423

Figure 10.29 shows the average number of cells above the 12 fC threshold within a radius of6424

12fC threshold

A = 5ns  
C = 20ps

- photon:                σt ≤ 20ps    for pT≥ 2GeV 
- hadron:                σt ≤ 30ps    for pT > 5GeV 
- stable performance with pileup and aged detector
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Figure 5.26: Efficiency (left), and time resolution (right), for (top) photon showers, and (bot-
tom) K0

L showers of pT = 5 GeV, measured in the absence of pileup (black triangles), and in the
presence of pileup corresponding to a mean of 140 (red squares), and 200 (blue disks) interac-
tions per bunch crossing. The time resolution and efficiency after an integrated luminosity of
3000 fb�1 are also shown, they are indicated by outlined symbols, displaced by 0.05 in |h| for
clarity of presentation.
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Figure 5.27: Performance for K0
L showers at |h| = 1.8 as a function of pT: timing resolution

(left), and efficiency (right), in the absence of pileup.
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Figure 5.27: Efficiency (left), and time resolution (right), for (top) photon showers, and (bot-
tom) K0

L showers of pT = 5 GeV, measured in the absence of pileup (black triangles), and in the
presence of pileup corresponding to a mean of 140 (red squares), and 200 (blue disks) interac-
tions per bunch crossing. The time resolution and efficiency after an integrated luminosity of
3000 fb�1 are also shown, they are indicated by outlined symbols, displaced by 0.05 in |h| for
clarity of presentation.
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Figure 5.28: Performance for K0
L showers at |h| = 1.8 as a function of pT: timing resolution

(left), and efficiency (right), in the absence of pileup.

5.5.1 Pileup mitigation using timing information

The power of the use of timing information for pileup mitigation is illustrated in Fig. 5.29,
which shows hit displays of a VBF H ! gg event, with no timing requirement, and after the
removal of all hits above a threshold of 12 fC with |Dt| > 90 ps. The density of hits with a
charge > 12 fC, projected to the front face of the calorimeter, is substantially reduced and the
photon and a VBF jet can clearly be seen, allowing the development of jet reconstruction and
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• Potential for 5D reconstruction using timing information  

• Very powerful for pileup mitigation 
- density of hits drastically reduced  
- jet reconstruction and energy estimate less affected by pileup  

• Benefit for global particle ID exploiting time compatibility between measurements  
=> i.e. with MTD (see talk by Adi) 
- Time compatibility = dT between measurements = time-of-flight(ID, track length)
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energy estimation less affected by the presence of pileup.
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Figure 5.29: Hits with a charge > 12 fC, projected to the front face of the calorimeter: (upper
plot) without a timing requirement, and (lower plot) after removal of hits with |Dt| > 90 ps.

5.5.2 Vertex location using precision timing
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Reconstruction: key element for performance
• New detector = new reconstruction => algorithms to best exploit the information provided 

• Use the distinctive features  
in the shower development  
of different particles 

• CMS relies heavily on particle flow (PF) 
- the combined information of sub detectors (i.e. tracker + calorimeters) to provide the best ID  
- HGCAL design is ideal for this  

=> producing imaging 
of showers with high granularity 

• Idea is to design a HGCAL  
local reconstruction PF-based 
- position, energy, time for a 5D global pf reconstruction
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Particle ID and event reconstruction
• Exploit the calorimeter design to use in combination  

with the tracker for particle flow reconstruction  
 
 
 

• Event display from CMS simulation 
- showing the precision achieved  

by combining tracks and calorimeter signals
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Reconstruction Tools : Particle Flow
 
GENERAL:

• Exploit detector strengths by combining track  
and highly granular calorimeter information

• Link calo clusters to tracks & identify/measure objects

• Provide list of final state particles  
(PFCandidates) in detector
• e, μ, γ, charged hadrons, neutral hadrons
• Approx. energy composition:  

60% charged had., 30% photons, 10% neutral had.  

HGCAL LOCAL RECONSTRUCTION:

• Perform local clustering of energy deposits,  
associate together clusters coming from  
same particle, and identify the objects,

• Provide the calibrated energy measurements.  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Layer images and The Iterative CLustering
• 1) Build layer images "2D clusters" 

=> use a local energy density parameter 

• 2) Associate the 2Dclusters to reconstruct 3D showers  
=> each iteration to build "tracksters" (= clusters aligned like tracks) 

- start with a seed region 
=> self-seeded (unconverted photons)  
=> track seeded (e+ / e- / charged hadrons) 

- pattern recognition on the 2D clusters in the region 
- linking + cleaning to assign an ID with a given probability 
- mask what pass the criteria on the ID and repeat on what is left 

• Algorithm design with parallelism, able to run on GPUs
!11
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inspired by: [A. Rodriguez, A. Laio,  
“Clustering by fast search and find of density peaks”,  
Science 344 (6191), 1492-1496. (June 26, 2014)]

First Iteration: MIP-like Objects

• The first iteration aims at
reconstructing track-like objects
within HGCAL

• The inputs are all MIP-like
layerClusters

• Self seeded, use Cellular Automaton
Pattern Recognition

• Allow for at most 3 missing layers
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Figure: A reconstructed µ traversing the
full HGCAL

31st January 2019, HGCAL Annual Review, Status and framework development 12

Modified Algorithm - How did it look like before?

Figure: 2 Clusters, Layer 13 Figure: 2 Clusters, Layer 13

Halo Logic finally manifests its dark-grey side

6th March 2019, HGCAL DPG, Layer Cluster Studies 40

Modified Algorithm - Critical Distance 13mm

Figure: 2 Clusters, Layer 13 Figure: 2 Clusters, Layer 13

Halo Logic finally manifests its dark-grey side

6th March 2019, HGCAL DPG, Layer Cluster Studies 39

topological compatibility as baseline
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topological compatibility as baseline

- start with a seed region 
=> self-seeded (unconverted photons)  
=> track seeded (e+ / e- / charged hadrons) 

- pattern recognition on the 2D clusters in the region
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Self-seeded iterations in 0PU

• Excellent shower separation
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Two Shower Separation [Link]

Figure: Reconstructed e+e− showers from converted γ

13th March 2019, HGCAL Workshop, MR Reconstruction Overview and plans 18

e+ e- showers from γ conversion

COLOR = ENERGYCOLOR = PARTICLE

separation of nearby showers high energy core visible  
in the layers with  

maximum energy deposition

Cluster-like Iterations [Link]
• Iterations aim at reconstructing
cluster-like objects within HGCAL

• The inputs are all unused
layerClusters

• Self seeded, use Cellular Automaton
Pattern Recognition

• Allow for at most 2 missing layers

• Link with MIPs

Figure: TTbar Event in HGCAL
13th March 2019, HGCAL Workshop, MR Reconstruction Overview and plans 17

ttbar event (0PU)

COLOR = ENERGY

1

2

3

• Full event description

1 mip-like track segments 
2 branching of showers 
3 showers development 
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single pion in 200PU
• Self-seeded iterations and NO cleaning  

=> essentially a typical event in 200PU
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π+ [pT 10GeV, η 1.7]

tracker endcap disks

• Can use the reco-tracks to seed the pattern recognition

Two Shower Separation [Link]

Figure: Reconstructed e+e− showers from converted γ

8th May 2019, HGCAL P2UG Review, Reconstruction Software: Present and Future 15

pion track  

gen-matched 

tracker disks
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(Seeded iteration) single pion in 200PU
• Seeding tracks:  pT > 5GeV + ID criteria  
- trackster from hard-scatter pion cleanly reconstructed [1] 
- tracks from PU can satisfy the seeding criteria  [2] 

- but also PU in the first layers of each seeding region collected into tracksters

!15
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• Addition of time compatibility in the pattern recognition to connect 2Dclusters over layers 
- to help the rejection of out-of-time 2Dclusters from PU 
- strongly reducing the high pT clusters built-up from PU

Two Shower Separation [Link]

Figure: Reconstructed e+e− showers from converted γ

8th May 2019, HGCAL P2UG Review, Reconstruction Software: Present and Future 15

π+ [pT 10GeV, η 1.7]

[2]

[1]
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Layer images and The Iterative CLustering
• 1) Build layer images "2D clusters" 

=> use a local energy density parameter 

• 2) Associate the 2Dclusters to reconstruct 3D showers  
=> each iteration to build "tracksters" (= clusters aligned like tracks) 

- start with a seed region 
=> self-seeded (unconverted photons)  
=> track seeded (e+ / e- / charged hadrons) 

- pattern recognition on the 2D clusters in the region 
- linking + cleaning to assign an ID with a given probability 
- mask what pass the criteria on the ID and repeat on what is left 

• Algorithm design with parallelism, suitable for GPUs
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inspired by: [A. Rodriguez, A. Laio,  
“Clustering by fast search and find of density peaks”,  
Science 344 (6191), 1492-1496. (June 26, 2014)]
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topological compatibility as baseline

- linking + cleaning to assign an ID with a given probability
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Using ML techniques
• Baseline algorithm will exploit ML for particle ID and improved shower measurements 

• Excellent ID capabilities 

• Use of graph neural networks for  
ML based full reconstruction 
- Invariant w.r.t. order of inputs 
- Do not depend on a regular geometry 
- Particularly interesting:  

dynamic graph networks learning  
space transformations (e.g. local energy density  
taking into account sensor geometries)
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Typically, computer-vision networks consist of a set of convolutional layers [59] that exploit5925

the translation invariance of the input data. In each network layer, a kernel covering a selected5926

number of adjacent squared pixels is moved over the image to find structures such as edges or5927

areas, requiring a homogeneous spatial and colour resolution, which contradicts the HGCAL5928

design. Therefore, the 3D image with uniform pixel size is built in a first step by overlaying a5929

coarse squared grid on each HGCAL layer with up to 6 sensors in each pixel. A small DNN5930

with two layers consisting of 32 and 16 nodes collects the time and energy information from5931

all contributing sensors taking into account their relative position within the pixel. The third5932

dimension is defined by the HGCAL layer number. The resulting uniform 3D image is fed5933

through two blocks of convolutional networks in parallel. One consists of 4 layers with kernels5934

of similar size as typical hadronic showers in h and f but shorter in the number of covered5935

HGCAL layers, and the other comprises 3 kernels very narrow in DR, spanning over a larger5936

range with respect to the shower depth, optimised for muon reconstruction. The output of both5937

is merged and fed through two dense network layers with 64 and 32 nodes. The final output5938

nodes predict the particle type and the particle energy.5939

The network is trained using electrons, muons, photons and charged pions generated with5940

uniform pT between 2 and 100 GeV, restricted to 2.3 < |h| < 2.5, and flattened in energy.5941

Photons that convert into an e
+

e
� pair within the first 200 cm in z direction are discarded. The5942

sample consists of 600,000 particles with 0 PU and 400,000 particles with 200 PU. Between 4 and5943

12 particles are generated per event and endcap, resulting in partially overlapping showers.5944

The sample used to evaluate the performance is separate from the training sample.5945

In principle high-granularity calorimeters can also be used to measure the energy of high-5946

energetic muons. While at high energies above approximately 150 GeV the radiative losses5947

become increasingly important and enhance the sensitivity of calorimeters to the muon energy,5948

the HGCAL sensor sensitivity below the MIP threshold makes it possible to extend the measur-5949

able energy range to low energetic muons. The current network architecture achieves a relative5950

resolution of 20% and below for energies between 10 and 500 GeV as shown in Fig. 10.2, while5951

the same network retains performance when reconstructing energies of hadronic showers from5952

charged pions or electromagnetic showers (not shown).5953
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Figure 10.2: Energy resolution for charged pions (left) and muons (right) using only HGCAL
sensor information. The last bin includes overflow.

Since the scale of the total energy deposits for those particles can differ by orders of magni-5954

tude, the DNN must provide a good discrimination performance to achieve such resolution.5955

Amongst the particles, the DNN has been trained on, charged pions and muons provide the5956

most similar shower shapes, as charged pions pass the most part of the EE as MIPs and shower5957
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only in the following parts of the calorimeter. As shown in Fig. 10.3, the showers stemming5958

from charged pions and muons can be well disentangled, in particular for high muon trans-5959

verse momenta. Also more differences in the shower shapes of electromagnetic showers and5960

hadronic showers can be detected well.5961
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Figure 10.3: Efficiency for the discrimination of a muon from a charged pion (left) and for the
discrimination between an electromagnetic shower from an electron or photon and showers
from charged pions (right).

10.1.5 SimClusters5962

It has been found useful to also create ”SimClusters”, which are three-dimensional clusters of5963

calibrated RecHits (i.e. just like the multiclusters) where the pattern recognition is done using5964

Monte Carlo truth information, and each SimCluster corresponds to a simulated particle at5965

the front face of the calorimeter. After a superclustering step for photons and electrons, and5966

a track matching, and particle interpretation step, again using Monte Carlo truth information,5967

the resulting candidates can be fed into the existing CMS particle flow and physics object re-5968

construction system. The result of such a procedure is intrinsically optimistic about some of the5969

performance charateristics to be expected of a full reconstruction not using Monte Carlo truth5970

information, most notably about the ability to distinguish and separately cluster overlapping5971

showers. To better simulate performance on data, algorithms have been introduced to merge5972

showers that must be considered indistinguishable, and to share deposited energy between5973

distinguishable but nearby showers in a realistic way. These algorithms are based on the rel-5974

ative magnitude of energy deposited in a layer by the overlapping showers, and the distance5975

between them.5976

10.1.6 Electromagnetic energy resolution5977

The electromagnetic energy resolution of the HGCAL has been studied using a GEANT simula-5978

tion in which the geometry of the calorimeter is as described in the engineering sections of this5979

document, both in terms of the longitudinal structure and the lateral cell sizes. An exception to5980

this is that the sensors with a sensitive thickness of 120 µm are modelled by 100 µm thickness5981

silicon (together with the higher noise and lower charge collection of 100 µm).5982

The response to photons which do not convert in the tracker material was studied, both in the5983

absence of pileup, and with averages of 140, and 200 pileup events per bunch crossing. An5984

investigation was made of varying size of the region used to estimate the energy. Results for a5985

mean of 200 pileup events per bunch crossing have been shown in Section 5.1.3.5986

pion energy  
resolution

discrimination  
efficiency

Exploratory studies in standalone simulation with simplified calorimeter

Machine Learning Exploration: Graph
Networks

• Using graph neural networks for reconstruction
⇒ Invariant wrt order of inputs
⇒ Do not depend on a regular geometry

⇒ Particularly interesting: dynamic graph

networks learning space transformations

• Developed dedicated dynamic space transformation

networks: GravNet [arxiv:1902.07987]
⇒ Project vertex features to coordinate and

feature space
⇒ Select neighbours in coordinate space
⇒ Gather feature space information from

neighbours using Gaussian distance weights
from coordinate space

⇒ Merge neighbour information and original
vertex features and repeat.

⇒ Outperform proposals from the recent literature

(DGCNN)
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Developed dedicated dynamic space  
transformation networks: GravNet [arxiv:1902.07987]



Arabella Martelli 11/07/19

Summary
• High Granularity Calorimeter for the HL-LHC is a very ambitious project! 
- fine granularity + fine longitudinal readout segmentation => O(106) channels 
- energy + position + time information  => providing a 5D image of the shower development 

• Developing a reconstruction that fully exploits the features of the detector is a 
challenging & creative task 

• Layer images + TICL are very promising solutions 
=> most of the development ongoing, first full-reconstruction sequence to converge soon  
=> developments to be expected from now until start of HL-LHC 

!18

Status of EK+ HE Reco

Michalis Bachtis
(CERN-PH)

Upgrade TP meeting
On behalf of the GED working team 

26/11/14

Stay tuned!


